
                                       

                                                                                

M E D I A   R E L E A S E 

ST AYLES SKIFFS TO COMPETE  IN THE 2016 ‘YANMAR WOODEN BOAT SHOP 

WOODEN BOAT FESTIVAL OF GEELONG’.

 “The YANMAR WOODEN BOAT SHOP – WOODEN BOAT FESTIVAL OF GEELONG is excited to 

announce that we are expecting up to eight St Ayles Skiffs to attend and race at the 2016 Wooden 

Boat Festival which will be held at the Royal Geelong Yacht Club on March 12-14, 2016. Boats will 

be coming from Tasmania, SA, Victoria and hopefully, from WA and even NZ.  We are looking 

forward to seeing these beautiful sea  boats being raced by their flamboyant crews on Corio Bay in 

the first of what the Royal Geelong Yacht Club hopes to establish as an annual St. Ayles Skiff 

regatta.

The St Ayles Skiff phenomenon has surprised everyone since the first took to the water in 2009.  

Based directly on Scottish off-shore fishing boats of last century, these boats are not only beautiful to

look at but they are amazingly stable and fast – even in very rough water.   They have been raced in 

high winds off the beach through 1m shore breaks and over a course with 5m swells with the only 

water on board being from the spray off the wave crests and the crew’s wet feet!  These 

characteristics encourage a friendly regatta style where boat owners make their boats available to 

scratch crews who’ve often never rowed or even been in a boat before and who simply register to 

race!

At the time of writing, there are well over 200 skiffs launched across the UK, the USA, the 

Netherlands, Canada, Australia and New Zealand over the past ten years.  Nearly 100 more are under

construction in these countries with skiffs now being built in Spain and France.  Our A/NZ fleet is 

growing like Celtic wild fire with five more now building in Australia, taking our A/NZ total to well 

over twenty boats.  

Easy to build from a locally-supplied stitch-and-glue kit, St Ayles Skiffs are typically built by 

community groups and charity interests who often have little boat building experience and are 

equally often women.  The build process seems to galvanise their builders around an exciting and 

enriching project that pulls their own cause together and leads to development of close relationships

and friendly competition across continents and oceans.

The Royal Geelong Yacht Club is pleased to bring this spectacular class to the waters of Corio Bay.
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